
BEST HANDWRITING APP SURFACE

Best Apps for the Microsoft Surface Pen Sometimes highlighting a portion of a document or making a handwritten note
is a better way to get.

Zoho Notebook is a note-taking mobile app with a good stack of features. There's good support for images and
rich text, and it's able to sync and backup across multiple devices. Instead of free-form coloring or illustrating,
you touch the shapes that comprise the artwork to add the color. Here are a few more that it might be worth
keeping an eye out for: ColorNote Notepad Notes is an app for Android devices, including the Amazon Fire
tablet. Here are some of our favorite stylus-centric applications in the Windows Store. There are also several
templates for writing, art, or other uses. No, seriously! We especially like the beautiful landscape flow layout
which makes it very easy to read and share information on Twitter. Construct 3D objects and a full scene,
throw in some stickers, and share the creation with others. The pen utility varies from one application to
another, but some photographers have found that it's a transformative method for photo editing. It is worth
mentioning that you can download it for free until January 1st. Credit: Microsoft Plumbago The Microsoft
Garage is where the company spits out some clever apps that serve as more of a freeform experiment
compared to tried-and-true titles such as Office. Additionally, the app has a easy-to-navigate interface that
helps you quickly zip your way through large PDFs with multiple pages. You can also highlight, and annotate
imported image files. The sketchpad is good for those who like to draw or want a blank canvas to get creative
or to scratch out a few thoughts. The Creative Cloud is the golden pinnacle of the Adobe suite, offering
PhotoShop, Illustrator, Premiere Pro and other pieces of professional software for creatives. The real star is the
radial menu, which lets you swipe through the color palette to select just the color or pen style you want. The
app also works with the Surface Dial , giving you greater control over your artistic endeavors. If you want to
find out what all the fuss is about, give it a try on your Surface with Zen. Its enterprise features make it an
ideal note taking app for businesses, but it goes without saying that you get the most out of it if you are
already a Dropbox customer. Image Credit: Zoho Other note-taking apps to consider The increased use of
mobile apps has seen an explosion in the number of note taking and text editing applications released.
However, there's a very good alternative in StaffPad. While Color by Disney is free, there are various in-app
upgrades required if you want to access more color batches or additional characters. Flipboard As the name
suggests, build your own personal magazine to catch up on the news you care about. There are two discs that
each control a different element: color and saturation. Have a read and let us know what you think. There are
different types of "paper" backgrounds available. You have a lot of color and pen options along with tools like
a ruler to assist with better precision. And for the gamers, you can even pin Steam and Origin games. Looking
for a different note taking app in Windows 10? Drawing, highlighting, adding shapes, and text mark-ups can
be done with your finger, pen or mouse without having to worry about precision. For more information, you
can check out the video below: You can download OneNote for free from the Microsoft Store. That's the case
with Microsoft's Surface Pen , which can insert an extra layer of productivity that doesn't exist on a traditional
laptop or desktop computer. Microsoft Office The Microsoft Office suite is more capable on a Surface with all
of the pen input extras that have been built in. There are multiple types of pens and highlighters you can
choose from. Nebo Nebo is a very useful app that allows you to handwrite, draw, edit and format your notes
quickly. OneNote is perfect to use as a collaboration tool as you can share your notes with colleagues, family,
and friends. Credit: Microsoft Autodesk Sketchbook This is a great app for those serious about art, drawing or
illustration. Tweetium comes with two account types: the base price gets you the fully featured standard app
with support for one Twitter account while Tweetium Pro enables support for up to 7 accounts, push
notifications, integrated news reading, and more. It has several innovative features that make the writing
process more powerful.


